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EVALUATION OF AN INSERVICE TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR PSYCHIATRIC ATTENDANTS
INTRODUCTION
From the tiae that hospitals were· established to
care for the mentally ill, a shortage of professional

personnel hae existed.

To a limited extent this short

age has been partially alleviated by the use of non-pro
fessional psychiatric help (attendants, aides, nursing

assistants, technicians) with varying amounts of train
ing and responsibilities.

For over fifty years a con

tinuous effort has been made to improve the quality and
quantity of care given to the mental patients in both

private and public mental hospitals (Robinson, 1964).
Following World War II, increased emphasis has been
placed on the training and status of the attendant en
gaged in the care of the mentally 111 (A Project In
Pre-Service Psychiatric Aide Education, 1960). Alim
ited number of lectures in descriptive psychiatry were

considered adequate for the professional nurse two

decades ago (Hall, Gangemi, Norris, Vail, & Sawatsky,

1952).

Today specialty programs at the Master's de

gree level are available, and Doctoral programs are

being developed specifically for professional nurses
1

2

caring for mental patients (National League for Nurs
ing, 1965).
Psychiatric attendants, with a wide range of qual
ificatipns and competencies, have the most frequent con
tacts with the mental patient and are responsible for

th

major portion of such patient's care.

The training

and professional improvement of this group constitutes

a significant problem in most mental institutions today.
Interest in improving the preparation of this vitally

important group of nursing personnel has not been lack

ing.

The quality and quantity of preparation of the

professional nurse and of the attendant has increased
in recent years.

Basic diploma programs for profession

al nurses have evolved from the training programs for
attendants in many state hospitals.

However, because

there was a great void to be filled, the programs for
the attendant have continued to be offered.

Today few

mental hospitals conduct a school of nursing, but most
have an inservice training program, of some sort, for
their attendants.

The need for recognition of the psychiatric attend

ant has long been cited by far-sighted leaders (Robinson,

i964). The function of the attendant ia not only caring
for the basic physical needs of the ■entally disturbed

patients, but also participation in a program of therapy.
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The presence of inefficient or inadequate psychiatric
attendan s places a great burden on psychiatric insti
tutions today.

Inefficient attendants are costly in

t �r. s of money, sup rvision and replacement.
A study of the characteristics of the psychiatric
attendant conducted by the National Institute of Mental
Health in 1963 indicates " ••• an approximate 25% turn

over in one year."

It costs the state of ��chigan over

$600 to repl ce and train one attendant at the institu-

tion where this present study was conducted, and this
amount does not include the cost of instructional staff
and materials.

Of greater importance is the fact that

the inefficient attendant is not only unable to partic
ipate adequately in a therapeutic program but may act
ually be hindrance to �he recovery of the patient.
The method ueed in most inservice training programs
has been lectures and demonstrations, with a minimum of
supervised demonstrations in the classroom by the at
tendant trainee and very little or no supervised prac
tice in the clinical area.

It has long been recognized

in industrial situations that the best way to make a
trainee proficient is to have him practice the skill
you want him to learn.

Fryer (1956, p 97) states "A

cardinal principle in training is to 'get the trainee
in motion.' ••• The trainee must acquire as part of his
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own behavior the important sights, sounds, feelings
dnd movements which go into doing the job �orrectly."
Planty, McCord, and Efferson (1948, p 1)8) supp r

thi

belief in their st�tement ''experience has proven beyond
question that a person must p.rforrn any act ·n which he
ishe

to become proficient."

In anotter discussi n of

training, Ghiselli and Brown (1955, p 394) point out

that " or a large proportion of tasks considerable

amounts of practice are required to re'ch an acceptdbJ.
level of effectiveness in

erformance."

In the re 1,ort

of the conference on Ins�rvice Training of M ntal
Health

ersonnel conducted by the Michigan Department

of Ment{:ll Health (Sage and 1\-:ctrtin, 1963), there is re
peated reference to the need of having the trainee do

what he is supposed to be le· rning to do.
Almost from the beg·nni g, nursing education prorams for the professional ,urse have used supervised
clinical experience -s · part of their training pr 0

rams.

It was, and sti

way to become pro icie1
ing was to

r· ctice

is, believed
in the skill

hat the b st
needed in nurs

hPse s il�s. ·� idgerken (1046, p b)

states 'one of t he mos

;mi,oy ,:1t l •i:irning situations

in nursing. education is

e n rsin,2; �1tuation. 11

most recent edition of

his text (1965), she s ill

maintains this concept.

Muse (1Q50, p 413)

In her

one :rs
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v.i t

Heidgerken

ith her statement " ••• ncre singly,

clinical i s ruction is bei g recognized as the very
core of the educational

rogram in schools of nursin ."

Al .h ugh schools of nursing have long recognized the
importance of clinical instruction and experience,
there still is an absence of this type of experience in
rnost

traini g programs for the psychiatric attendant

who �erfonns the bulk of the nursing care of the pat
ients in mental hospitals.
In recent years a number of programs have been de
veloped to increase �he proficiency of the attendant
nurse in psychiatric hospitals.

In Michigan, a pilot

program was undertaken at Wayne State University., in the

mid-1950'� in pre-service psychiatric attendant educa
tion.

This program utilized the clinical facilities of

the Northville (�ichigan) State Hospital for the clin
ical experience to develop the competencies outlined in
the planned objectives (Project In Pre-Service Psych

iatric Aide Education, 1960).

In Minnesota, another project of this same type

was conducted.

In setting up this program, which ex

tended over a 62 w eek period with a minimum of 619
hours of classroom instruction, 1236 hours of super
vised clinical practice time was included.

The great

est amount of practice time, 653 hours, was devoted to

6

the nursing aspects of the physically ill (Practical
Psychiatric Nursing, 1962).

Also, during this same

period of time, still another type of program in psy
chiatric attendant training was conducted at Boston
(Massachusetts} State Hospital.

The program was de

signed with the emphasis on learning through doing
(Vaughn, Teitelbaum, and Kum.pan, 1962}.

This group

felt that on-the-job type of training might be more
successful since most didactic programs, in their
opinion, had not proven to be so.
In the institution where the present study was

conducted (Kalamazoo State Hospital), training programs
for psychiatric attendants have been conducted since

shortly after the hospital's beginning in 1859.

During

this period of over 100 years, there have been many
programs, with many innovations, all directed at giving
better.patient care.

In the fall of 1961 the inservice training pro
grams in the state hospitals in Michigan were being re
vised.

The amount of tra ning was being increased from

96 hours of didactic material to 150 hours.

A change

from descriptive to dynamic psychiatric concepts
being implemented, and considerably more emphasis was
placed on the therapeutic role of the psychiatric
attendant� as opposed to th

custodial role.

The re-

7
vised programs covered both fundamentals of general
nursing, with emphasis on the psychiatric patient, and
fundamentals of psychiatric nursing.

The classes at

the Kalamazoo State Hospital were condur.ted by the
atten�ant nurse instructor (a Re�istered Nurse wl10 is
also the investigator of the study).

A few lecture,

on specific psychiatric illne ...��s were presented by
doctors of the staff of the hospital.

Aii6.

On the basis of the studies reporte<l�in consideration of the goal of achj e,rin '' et er" training
within state hospitals, it was hypothesized that the
program at the Kalamazoo State Hospital could

e improv

ed by implementing a form of �clinicaJ experience" into
the training prop-ram for altendant nurses.
By the fall of 1961, tl.e amount of didactic mater
ial presented had been increased to 15

hours and in

November, 1962, an in;�ovation was presented to U:e
nursinr r staff and the adrninj st ration of the hosr':i a1.
It had been the custom for the attendant p�rticipatinr
in the training pro�ram to be

o3i�ne. to a r ,uJ r

work station in the hospital whPn not in the clJssroom.
These ·,w1·k assivnments were anywhere• on one of LLt=> 1,0
different wards in 21 di F f rent buildings in the ho�
pi tal.

The at uendant was al so

to one of 22 di feren

ssigned,

y cus torn,

nursinf supervisors (lC R . • and

12 attendant supervisors).
The innovation presented consisted of having the
attendant who was in the training program being assign
ed to the instructor for his clinical assignment while
he was receiving his training in fundamentals of gen
eral nursing.

While assigned to the instructor, all

attendant trainees would receive experience on the same
wards.

Three male and three female wards were selected

to be used (in rotation) for clinical experience in the
training program.

The wards selected {admission and

intensive treatment, geriatric, and acute medical-sur
gical) presented an opportunity for the attendant train
ees to have similar clinical experiences and to prac

tice in the clinical setting, under. supe vision, the
skills that were being taught in the classroom.

This

was the only change; both groups had the same instruc
tor, the same didactic material, and th
ations.

same examin

This proposal w&s accepted and implemented in

January, 196).

By the fall of 1964, nursinr s aff members were
indicating that the revised tr ining �ro·ram with se
lected supervised clinica
more proficient attendan •

exrer· nee w s �•ro ucing a
fhe optimism expressed by

these people led to the hyp th

is of this study that

attendant trainees who are rrovid d similar selected
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clinical experiences with supervision will be more pro

ficient in fulfilling their role as psychiatric attend

ants in a therapeutic setting.

10

METHOD
Subjects.

By the spring of 1964, a total of 131

psychiatric attendants had completed the 150 hour in
service training program at the Kalamazoo State Hos

pital under the same .instructor.

The first $0 attend

ants completed the p
· rogram without the selected super

vised clinical experience and they were considered the
control group.

Another 51 attendants completed the

same 150 hour program with selected supervised clinical

experience and these were considered the experimental
group.

There were many similarities between, and within,
both groups.

All had indicated an interest in working

with mental patients by virtue of their seeking and ob
taining employment at this institution; all had met the

minimum requirements for Civil Service employment in
the classification of Attendant Nurse B; and all had

taken and passed (i.e. received a Civil

ervice score

of 70 or better) the standardized test used by 1.ich
igan Civil Service for this class.
of the two groups was the sex ratio.

Another similarity
The control group

contained 23 females (Jl.J?�) and the experimental
group contained 16 females (2$.75%). Erom observations

of the instructor (investigati r) the groups were sim-

11

ilar in socio-economic and educational background and
age range.

These data, from their personnel record�

were not available for use in this study.
Apparatua

!!l.£ Materials. The Aide Performance

Evaluation Scale (APEV Scale) (Ellsworth, Butler, Ernst,
and Gurel, 1962) was employed to detennine the level of

proficiency of the psychiatric attendants in this study
(see Appendix A).

The APEV Scale was developed in 1958

by a group of psychologists and nursing educators work
ing at· the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Salt

Lake City, Utah (Ellsworth, et al., 1958) based on work

originally undertaken at another V. A. Hospital by Gurel

and Morgan in 195$.

Since that time, the APEV Scale

has been adopted by a nwnber of V. A. Hospitals as the

official attendant rating scule (Mulaik and Dobson,

1964).

In reports of various studies of attendant

training, the APEV Scale appears with some frequency,
and, in a search for a standardized scale to use in de

tennining the level of proficiency of the attendant, it

appeared to be the scale of choice.

The APEV Scale rates each person in four distinct

areas, giving four sub-scores and a Total Job P rforrn
ance Score.

The four

re· s measur dare (1) Attitude

Toward Supervision (ATS). A high score i,ndicates that

the attendant-supervisor re1"tionship is such that the
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attendant accepts suggestions, changes in assignments,
and so on.

A low score is indicative of an attendant

who is argumentative, questionin« and defensive in·his
relations�ip to the supervisor; (2)
(HLS).

!!J.&h Level Skills

A high score indicates that the attendant makes

good suggestiona, makes very few mistakes, is depend

able in an emergency situation, has good mechanical

(equiµnent) skills, and is able to get other attend

ants to follow his suggestions and example.

indicates few

or

A low score

these qualities; (3) Motivation (M}.

A high score indicates an interested, alert person who

wastes little time on the job, completes his assign

ments quickly, and ie able · to follow directions-. well.
A low score indicates that the attendant reads or other
wise wastes time on the job, puts off doing things un
til later, and misunderstands directions; (4} Empathy
(E}.

A high scoring attendant is one who is concerned

about and interested in the patient's welfare, estab
lishes a kind of relationship with both patients and
personnel which results in their seeing him as someone

to go to for help.

A low score indicates an inability

or an unwillingness to develop this kind of relation

ship with others, and occurs when the attendant is per

ceived as somewhat unapproachable.

By adding the scores

of the four sub-groups (ATS, HLS, M,. and E) the Total

� Performance Score

lJ
(TJPS) is obtained, ranp.:inv from

a low of 24 to a high of 96.
A factor ,rnal vt
ic studv
- conducted bv
, r,:uJ a ik and
Dohson

(1964)

showed th2t the APEV Scale items

apply

to the performance of osychiatric at i.f?rirlants ''with dis
The 24 items are grouped into four

criminability."

cJ usters of i terns, each c 1 us ter �onta ini np; six i terns.

Within �ach of the clusters, the items
tercorrelated.

ape highly

in

However, their c rreJations with items

in other clusters is Minimal.

Ellsworth, et a]. ( 1962) _the

In another study hy
)EV Sea] e w::is found to

typicaJ ]y have a hip-h intra-r::1ter reliabU ity of about

.90 when the nurse

supervising the attendan· rated- hir-i,

but this ,.-,as not sc, \-ihen r, ted h

pe r:rnns lwvi rw Ji. t , J e

contact with him.

Procedure.

An APEV �cal� for eac� ·t e,., 8nL jn

tre study was given to

e supervisor ·o '-'Thorn tfe

;:i

-

tendant Has assjp:ned at the c-omole ,ion o~ the fout' wt,c'
period of traini
ing.

,[!

in

This was done i

he :u r a en .J s nf P-er:er~1J
Decer'ber, J9tl..

nur,,

Sacb s 1 i:'trvi'·,or

was given the same i., �r-1 c 1 .�0ns · •:rr,.:t1v 1. r. jn v-rrir,inr.

hey were

] ri on l ·:,

. ln , ... L � ;_; . ,.., :;. S p cl r

Of

a

S 1, u d V

r·· · in P-

conrlucted hy the inve�; u•::i or· 'i', .J. r -r1, of l,is '.vork ;it.
·:ves ern �.ichip;an Uni ver,,j y ar d

o use ·

f'

their evaJ.u,1tions the rei·i..o'l •1l1en e2ch en:

cl.

ha�· is for
o•.rL·(!

c:or.1-

14
pleted his first section (four week period) of inser
vice traininp�

They were requested to try not to let

his performance at some later date influence their ·
judgement.

The supervisors were very cooperative and

a JOO% return of the forms was Achieved with a minimwn
of follow-up.

The supervisors utilized their anecdotal

notes and Civil Service Ratin s as we 1 as their own

recollections to complete the A EV Scale terms.

The APEV Sca1es were scored and grouped as control

or experimental and male or f�male.

The control vroup

contained 80 attendants � 23 female and 57 male.

The

experimental group contained 51 attendants - 16 fem. le
and 35 male.
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RESULTS
The hypothesis of this study was that the train
ees in the attendant training program with selected
supervised experience would be more proficient employ

ees than those who had random clinical experience while
in the training program.

The mean scores obtained on

the APEV Scale and length of employment are presented
in Table 1.

An analysis of variance (E-test) was em

ployed to determine if there wa� a significant differ
ence between the control group and the experimental

group.

This same procedure was also employed to test

the female subjects of each groµp versus the male sub
jects of the same group (i.e. female control subjects
versus male control subjects).

The female control sub

jects were also tested against the female experimental

subjects as were the male control and male experimental
subjects.

All tour sub-areas (Attitude towards Super

vision, High Level Skills, 1otivation, and Empathy} as
well as Tot�l Job Performance scores were compared.
Five

sub-area

t

scores were obtained for each of the four

on the APEV Scale and five for the Total Job

Performance Score (see Table 2).

Of the 25 F-tests com

puted, only one (total control versus total experiment
al groups) was significant at the .05 level.

This can
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Table 1

Scores Obtained on the APEV Scale and Length of
.Service of the Control and Experimental Subjects

HLS

ATS
Female - N • 23
Range

7-24

Mean

16.09

·Range

6-24

Male - N • 57
Mean

.Mean

E

TJPS

Control Subjects

8-20

8-21

9-24, 38-88

9-22

6-24

6-22

6-24

8-22

6-24

6-24 27-88

16.99

Female - N • 16

Months
of
Servi£e

18-55

14.78 14.61 15;13 60.79

40.31

27-88

12-57

17.35 15.32 15.86 15.33 63.86

Total - N • 80
Range

M

15.16 15.50 15.28 62.93

Experimental Subjects

34.64
12-57

36.JO

11-23

9-19

8-21

9-20 JS-84

16.12 13.63 14.94 15.19 59.ea

• 35
8-24
Range

26.19

7-21

9-22

7-21 37-85

8-48

7-21

8-22

7-21 37-85

Range
Mean

16-44

Male N
Mean

16.49

Total - N • 51
Range

Mean

8-24

16.37

14.03 15.23 14.11 59.86

13.90

15.14 14.84 59.86

2}.63
8-48

24.47
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Table 2
Summary of Analysis of Variance (F-test)
of APEV Scale Scores of Control and Experimental Subjects
ATS

HLS

M

E

TJPS

Female Subjects

Control N • 23

Experimental N • 16

.006 1.109

.052

.002

.028

Male Subjects

Control N • 57

Experimental N • 35

.735 3.5ao .051 2.47a 1.a13

Total Subjects

Control N • 80

.519 5.915* .224 1.585

Experimental N • 51

1.495

Experimental Subjects
Male N • 35

Female N • 16

.006

.930

.ooo

1.084 .044 1.307

.005

.795

.007 .013

Control Subjects
Male N = 57

Female N • 23

* F .95 (1,129) ... 3.9
_ 2
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be disregarded since there were over 20 computations
made that were not significant, and the probability of
some one of them being significant by chance alone is
near one.
The number of subjects who remained employed over
1$ months was determined for all groups, and the chi
square test was applied to determine if there was a
significant relationship between the type of training
(technique) employed and length of employment.

The

time was set at lS months to allow the inclusion of all
of the attendants in the study, as some were employed
only 18 months prior to the date when the data were ob
tained, September 1, 1965. · Five chi squares were ob
tained using the two-by two table comparing those who
remained 18 months or less with those who remained more
than 18 months.

No significant relationship was found

to exist at the .05 level of confidence (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Comparison of Number of Subjects Remaining
Employed Over 18 Months
in Control and Experimental Groups
Number
18 mo. or less

Number
Over 18 mo.

Chi Square*

Control Subjects
1

22

Male -

g

49

Female -

2

Female -

Experimental Subjects

14

10

25

Control -

1

22

Experimental -

2

14

Male -

Female Subjects

Male Subjects
Control -

Experimental-

10

Total Subjects
Control -

Experimental-

9
12

.725

1.608

.108

49

2.905

25
71

3.439

30

* df a l; .05 level of significance

=

J.841
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DISCUSSION
The population used in this study included all
newly employed psychiatric attendants at the Kalamazoo

State Hospital over a two and one half_ year period

(i.e. those who remained long enough to complete the
inservice training program).

The subjects approximate

the average n�wly employed psychiatric attendant at
this particular institution in respect to age distri
bution, sex, socio-economic background and education.

No selective sampling bias, other than date of employ

ment, was evident in the assignment to the experimental
and control conditions.

All of the subjects were rated by the person super

vising them at the time they completed the portion of
the training program being studied.

The use of the

APEV Scale, to determine the level of proficiency of

the psychiatric attendant being rated, requires compar
ing him with older more experience attend nts.
result of this com

As a

rison the scor s wer in the lower

levels of proficiency (i.e� "average" or "low average")

in all areas when compared with the score norms report

ed by Ellsworth, et al. (1 62} based on 460 attendants
in three Veteran's Administration Hospitals.

Of the

subjects used in Ellsworth's 1962 study, seven percent
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had been employed under one year and 17 percent had
been designated as Senior or Ch!rge attendants; where
as all of the subjects in this study, when rated, had
been employed under one year (and many under six months)
and none of them was classified higher than beginning
attendant.
The data from these ratings were statistically
evaluated by means of the analysis of variance tech
nique.

The results of the analysis of 25 comparisons

indicate that there were no significant differences be
tween the

groups tested,, except in the area of High

Level Skills when the total control group was compared
with the total experimental group.

This comparison was

significant at the .05 level in the opposite direction
from the hypothesis.

This significance can be disre

garded since in doing over 20 F-tests at the .05 level,
this was the only one that proved to be significant,
and this could occur on the basis of chance with this
number of tests.

On the basis of these findings, the

hypothesis, that the experimental group would be more
proficient, must be rejected.
Since the findings of this study do not support
the proposed hypothesis, it is appropriate to inquire
as to why, especially since there were many indications
that the change in training technique employed should

22
have produced a more proficient attendant.
Support for this hypothesis was given by

Heidgerken (1942, p 6; 1965, p 534) and Mu::;e (1950)· e1nd

the formal studies conducted at Topeka (Kansas) State

Hospital by the Menninger School (Hall, et al., 1952),
the Project In Pre-Service Psychiatric Aide Education
(1960) conducted by Wayne State University, and the
Practical Psychiatric Nursing project conducted in

Minnesota (1962), all of which referred to the import

ance of clinical experience in learning and developing

proficiency in the skills of nursing.

Planty (1948),

Fryer (1956), and Ghiselli (1955) all emphasized the

importance of practice in doing a job in order to de
velop an acceptable level of proficiency.
All of the subjects in this study were rated by
the person supervising.them at the time they com leted
the portion of the training program being studied.

As

noted previously, the supervisors were comparing these
new attendants wi h older,
lished attendants.

ore experienced and estab

They were also supplying data that

would hopefully be used to support a change that they
(the supervisors) had only supe ficia1ly accepted.

]

though they had not been infonned of the purpose of the
study, some supervisors indicated that they had been
able to see the purpose of

he study based on the rat-
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ing fonn (APEV Scale) and the subjects.

It is suggest

ed by the in·vestigator that the supervisors tended to

rate the experimental subjects lower than they actually
were and the control subjects higner, perhaps in an un

conscious effort to support the status quo.

This sug

gestion is based on the fact that in discussions with

the supervisors it had been indicated that the exper
imental group was more proficient, yet the APEV Scale

ratings do not support this conclusion.
The experimental subje�ts in this study received
"supervised" clinical experience in similar situations.

However, the quality and quantity of the "supervision"

was variable.

It was anticipated that a Registered

Nurse would supervise the attendant trainee in the

clinical situation, but for many reasons (i.e. other
responsibilities, shift rotation, illness, "lack of

interest", and so on) the "supervision" was often per
formed by those less formally qualified.

In some in

stances the individual doing the "supervising'' was an
attendant who himself had only recently completed the

inservice training program.

A proposal has since been

made and implemented to have "clinical instructors"
(R.N.'s) assigned to the nursing educ tion staff to
supervise the attendant trainee in the clinical area.
Time is another factor to be considered.

The sub-
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jects used in this s 1idy were rated by supervisors who
were supervisinv th m for periods ranging from six
months to three and one-half years prior to the rating
time.

3ome of these supervisors were still supervising

the subjects--many were not, for various reasons (i.e.
transferred to other work

reas or other hospitals, res

ignations, dismissals, and so on).

If these same sub

jects had been rated at the time when they completed
the training period studied, it is believed that the.re
could have been more accurate ratings.
Although Ellsworth, et al. (1962) found a high per
centage of agreement between the APEV Scale ratings and
supervisors perceptions of attendant perfonnance and
also found high intra-rater reliability of .90, possibly
for this group of supervisors the use of the APEV Scale
was not the best tool to use to measure the proficiency
of psychiatric attendants.

It is also suggested that

had the instructor been someone else, the level of pro
ficiency of the subjects might have been higher.
The number of subjects who remained employed over
18 months was determined for all groups, and the chi
square tesiwaa applied to determine if there was a sig
nificant relationship between the type of training re
ceived by the attendant and length

or

employment.

The

time was set at 18 months to allow the inclusion of all
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of the subjects in the study, as some were employed
only 18 months prior to the date when the data was col
lected.

Of the five chi squares computed, there were

no significant relationships noted.

Thi� finding does

not s�pport a hypothesis that the change in training
technique used in this study would have a significant
relationship to the length of employment.

This is not

too surprising since there was a need for most of the
subjects to be employed and .the .lack of provisions for
tenninating the employment of the attendant trainee for
poor performance in the training program.

Another point

to consider is the attendant who did well in the pro
gram and remained employed.

These persons usually did

well due to the effort expended by them.

The attendant

who did well and left employment voluntarily, did so
to take a better paying job or, as in the case of some
of the female employees, because of pregnancy.

Gf the

16 females in the experim ntal group--two left in less
than 1g months, and four others (three because of preg
nancy) left befor

he study was completed.

ver one

fourth of the male subjects in the experimental group
left employment in 18 months or less.

four of these

were inducted into the armed services and four trans

ferred to other institutioris within the state.
one-fourth left before

he study was comp eted.

Another

Four of these transferred to another state agency and
two were inducted into the anned services.

When we

look �t the control group, there was only one female
subject who left in less than 18 months (to take an
other.job), but six others left before.the completion

of the study--three because of pregnancy and two trans
ferred to other state agencies.

Eight of the 57 male

control subjects left in 18 months or less--one left to
go to school (X-Ray technician), two transferred to
other state agencies, and one was inducted into the

armed serv.ices.

There was a total of 29 other male

subjects who left employment before the study was com

pleted.

Eight of these transferred to other state

agencies, two were dismissed and 19 left for "better"
jobs.

Examination of the APBV Scale scores of those

subjects who left employment showed that they repre

sented the full range of scores in this study.
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SUMMARY

This study was conducted to explore the hypothesis
that attendant trainees who have had similar selected
supervised experiences while in the inservice training
program will be more proficient in fulfilling their
role as psychiatric attendants in a therapeutic setting,
as opposed to those attendants who received random
clinical experiences with a minimum of opportunity to
practice under supervision what they were learning in
the classroom.

The Aide Perfonnance Evaluation Scale

{APEV Scale) was utilized to rate the control group of

SO attendants {23 female and 57 male) and the experi

mental group of 51 attendants (16 female and 35 male)
in the areas of (1) Attitude Toward Supervision, (2)
High Level Skills, (3) Motivation, and (4) Empathy.

A

Total Job Perfonnance Score was obtained by adding
these four scores together.
The data from these ratin s were statistically
treated by means of

n

na)

Of the 25 F scores obt ined,
tical significance at
counted.

When th

is

f variance techni4ue.

nJy

showed

he .' 5 l v,., an

len .h of

of training was exam ne , no
relationships were obta:�ed.

s atis

this was dis

m loym nt and technique
�tistically significant

It must be concluded from the data obtained in
this study, usirn· the APSV Scale to mensur� the ] 8vel
of proficienc? of. the ps:·ch:iatric attenriant trainee,
that there was a failure to ;;hm� that t:.he change in
train�ng technique produced a more p�oficient attendant
or had a significant relationship to the lE';:·It�th of
ernpJoyment of the suhjects in this study.
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Appendix A

THE APEV SCALE

Name

--------------

Directions:

Check the number under each question that
is most descriptive of this attendant
(aide). Check all itema.

1. Does he admit-his mistakes when you ask him about
them?

4

Always

3

2

Almost always

Usually

l
Sometimes

2. Do his co-workers, in comparison with other aides,
take his suggestions, follow his example, etc.?

J. When you talk

with this aide, does he seem cool,
disinterested, or indifferent?

4

Never

3

Almost never

Sometimes

Usually

4. Do patients seem to come to him with their requests
for comfort items? (Cigarettes, extra blanket, ad
justing pillows, etc.)
l
Rarely

J

2

_Sometimes Fairly oft n

5. Does he complain when

!t

Never

�

Almost never

6. Does he make istak
1

Fairly often

C

2

ang

!i

Usually

of assi nment are. made?

Oft n

So

3I

S"ometim s

]

Rarely

!t

Almost never
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7. Does he read or waste too much time talking to other
personnel?
�

r

Never

2
Sometimes

3

Almost never

1
Often

8. Has this aide reported to you slight improvements in
very sick patients?
1

Rarely

3

2

Sometimes F�irly often

4

Almost always

9. When you point out an error to him, does he resent
it?

4

Never

3

Rarely

2

Occasionally

l
Frequently

10. Have other aides said to you that they would like to
work with him? (Don't u se �H ven't said" if you have
heard any report at all)
1
Don't
want to

2

3

Haven't said Occasionally Frequently
said want to said want to

11. When you enter the ward, is he sometimes doing some
thing other than being engar,ed with the patients or
perfonning a job? (such s reading, just sitting,
socializing with another aide, etc.?

4

Never

3

2

l

Almost never Occasionally Fairly often

12. If you were a patient who had disturbinrr personal
problems, would you find it easy, compared with most
aides, to talk ith this aide about them?
l
Difficult to
talk with

2

13. When you criticize him fu
wrong,with his assignmen ,
it isn't his fault?

4

Never

3

4

About Som hat easier Extremely easy
average
than most
to talk �ith

J

Rarely

omething that h· s gone
oes h try to excus why
2

S metimes

1
Often

14. If an emergency arose, would he wait to be told
what to do?

Would

usually wait

2
Might wait

Probab�y would
not wait

4

Never
wait

15.Have you known him to put off doing something until
later, when he could have done it at the time?

4

Never

J

Rarely

2
Seldom

Occasionally

16. If you were a shy, fearful patient who wunted a
toothbrush, fresh water, deck of cards, etc., would
you, in comparison to other aides, ask this aide for
them?

1
2
Would reluc- Would fre
tantly ask quently ask

3

4

t1ould almost \'iould always
always ask
ask

17. When you notify him that a change in procedure is
to be made, does he seem critical of it, or other,
wise resentful?

4

1e.

Never

3

Rarely

2
Seldom

1
Sometimes

In the perfonnance of mechanical skills (bed making,
setting up equipment, etc.) this aide, in comparison
with most aides is:

1

2

J

than most

skill

more skilled

Less skilled Above average Somewhat

4

Much more
skilled

19. Have you known him to misunder tand inst1·uctions
or directions?

4

Never

3

Rare1y

2

1
Occdsion�lly

20. Do aides come to him with their problems, either
personal or work, in c rnparison to other caides?
1
Less often
than most

3

as most

Somewhat more
oft n than most

4

11ore often
than most
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21. When you point out one of his mistakes to him, does
he admit it only after an argument, or pro.longed dis
cussion?

4

Never

)
Almost never

2
Rarely

Sometimes

22. Does he make suggestions which are useful?

2
3
4
Occasionally Frequently Very frequently

1
Very rarely

23. When you tell him once to do something, is that
enough to insure that the job will be done?

. 4

Always

)
Almost always-

2

Usually

Less often
than average

24. Do patients talk to him more often than they do to
most other aides?

3

2
About the
same

1
Somewhat
less

4

Somewhat
more

Much more
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